SPREAD THE WORD

Looking for ways to spread the information provided in this Toolkit? Let’s take it to Twitter. Below is a tweet for every article featured in this issue of Reflections.

HARTLINE, CROWLEY, FARAGUNA & McCARTHY
How can we use stories in organizing and advocacy? In Hartford, organizers have used multiple rhetorical modes to build flexible coalitions around pressing reproductive justice issues. See “Hartford as a Site of Resistance against Crisis Pregnancy Centers.”

CUSANNO & KETHEESWARAN
How do the stories we tell about motherhood contribute to reproductive injustice? And how might we story motherhood differently? Bria Cusanno and Niv Ketheeswaran explore these questions by analyzing healthcare providers’ narratives about race and motherhood.

BLOOM-POJAR & BARKER
In “The Role of Confianza in Community-Engaged Work for Reproductive Justice,” Maria Barker of @PPAWI & @Rachel_Bloom discuss relationship building, community-engaged research, & the importance of promotores de salud in the pursuit of reproductive justice.

VINSON
Translating Research into Comebacks: young parents speaking back to dominant narratives of teen pregnancy. See the strategies #STEPS #NoTeenShame

HUNTE & DUFFLEY
We are BRAVE: Expanding Reproductive Justice Discourse through Embodied Rhetoric and Civic Practice” by Roberta Hunte and Catherine Ming Tien Duffly brings RJ stories to the stage to shift culture and support policy change #ReproductiveJustice @WStatesCenter

YAM
To effectively protect their birthing clients’ interests and autonomy in a hospital setting, doulas deploy a range of “soft advocacy” tactics to navigate the complex power relations in medical institutions @ancientsong7 @blkmasmatters @sistersong_WOC @sharonyamsy

HARPER
The world is paying attention and people are making plans to follow anti-racist agendas, don’t tease BIPOC with acceptance into spaces that you don’t really intend on remaking @ronbett75 @spaceof_grace